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EXT. POOL - NIGHT

A man named BRUCE, mid 30’s, is sitting in his pool and

appears to be cutting himself with a sharp knife. Beside

BRUCE is a bottle of whiskey, a .38 revolver, and a large

crack pipe. As BRUCE cuts away at his arm he frantically

talks to himself.

BRUCE

Those bastard asshole cops keep

calling me the dick-less killer!

That’s not my name, soon enough

everyone will know my real name!

BRUCE slowly takes his index finger and sticks it into his

wound, then writes his name in blood on the concrete.

BRUCE

Bruce, my name is Bruce!

Suddenly the sounds of police sirens quickly approach

BRUCE’S house. BRUCE grabs the revolver that was laying

beside the pool.

BRUCE

Those damn cops think there going

to bust me?!? Well I got my back up

plan right here, YOU HEAR ME YOU

PIGS! YOU AIN’T TAKEN ME ALIVE!

Without warning BRUCE puts the revolver to his head and

pulls the trigger. After the bang the cops enter the back

yard and find BRUCE dead.

As the blood runs out of BRUCE’S head it trickles towards an

old automatic in ground pool cleaner. Some how BRUCE’S soul

is trapped inside the "innocent" piece of pool equipment.

EXT. POOL - LATER THAT NIGHT

Detective ADAMS, mid 30’s, is looking over the crime scene.

BRUCE’S body has already been taken away, however, his blood

is still plastered all over the concrete. The automatic pool

cleaner/BRUCE is near detective ADAMS. Then Captain MENDOZA,

early 60’s, arrives on the scene.

MENDOZA

So this is your dick-less killer,

huh?
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ADAMS

Well that’s what it appears to be.

I just got done talking with

forensics and they said all twelve

penis’ that I found in his freezer

matched with all of the victims.

Also, in the basement there are all

of his knives he used for

dismemberment and torture.

MENDOZA

What a sick prick!

ADAMS and MENDOZA look at the ground and see BRUCE’S name

written in blood.

MENDOZA

Bruce. I guess he wants us to

remember his name.

ADAMS

Fuck that, tomorrow the head lines

should read Dick-Less Killer Went

Pussy Way Out!

BRUCE is hearing every nasty thing MENDOZA and ADAMS are

saying about him.

MENDOZA

That’s a little long, but

seriously, good work there Adams.

It was your call to name that

bastard the dick-less killer.

Finally after one month he caved

in, just like you though he would.

ADAMS

I didn’t think he was going to kill

himself, I guess that’s just a

bonus!

MENDOZA

Yeah we won’t have to wait through

some bull shit trial and listening

to this retard try to explain how

"innocent" he is. I wish more of

these assholes would just eat a

bullet.

ADAMS

Did you get a chance to see his

body? This guy had LDS!
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MENDOZA

He was Mormon?

ADAMS

No, he had little dick syndrome.

MENDOZA

Are you kidding me?

ADAMS

Nope. I swear to god when I pulled

up to the crime scene and saw him I

thought he was a woman. I was

looking for breasts, but all I

could find was his big old bush.

MENDOZA

Oh yeah I got a chance to look at

some of the pictures, and the first

one I looked at, I saw a large mane

of pubic hair. So I thought it was

a vagina. However, that was not the

case, because the next picture

revealed that there was in fact a

penis.

ADAMS

I guess that’s the reason why

dick-less killed all those male

strippers, he wanted what they all

had, a tasteful penis.

MENDOZA

Um... I need your full report in

forty eight hours.

ADAMS and MENDOZA slowly walk away from the pool.

ADAMS

No problem. Hey Captain, what do

you think is going to happen to

this place? You think it will be

condemned?

MENDOZA

Hell no, this house probably will

hit the market in six months to a

year.

ADAMS

I just hope somebody tells the new

owners about what happened here.
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EXT. POOL - ONE WEEK LATER - NIGHT

In the middle of the night a young couple in their late 20’s

are celebrating the purchase of their new home, but they are

not alone. The HUSBAND and WIFE are sitting at a table by

the pool while drinking some wine.

WIFE

Oh my goodness Honey, I can’t

believe we got this place for so

cheap.

HUSBAND

I know sugar bear. It was as if the

old owners just gave this place to

us. What a steal!

WIFE

Not only do we have this amazing

pool, but we got all the pool

cleaning equipment for free.

HUSBAND

We totally scored! I am really

happy about this place. It just

feels so right.

Suddenly the WIFE is looking at the HUSBAND with lustful

eyes. This action get’s the HUSBANDS attention, then the

WIFE slowly stands up.

WIFE

You know what also feels so right?

HUSBAND

What’s that?

Next the WIFE removes her clothes and reveals her attractive

body in a tiny bikini. BRUCE’S wheels begin to shift a

little bit towards the pool.

WIFE

Me.

HUSBAND

Uh huh.

WIFE

This is new, do you like it?

HUSBAND

Uh huh, uh huh.
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WIFE

Do you want to go take a dip?

Without warning, the HUSBAND strips down to his boxers and

then grabs his WIFE and they both jump in the pool. Once the

young couple rises to the surface they start to make out.

BRUCE is getting closer to the pool as the young couple

heavily kiss each other. Suddenly BRUCE is in the pool and

is falling to the bottom, the splash startles the WIFE.

WIFE

What was that?

HUSBAND

Who cares?

WIFE

I do.

The HUSBAND frantically begins to look around to see what

made the splash. The HUSBAND sees the pool cleaner/BRUCE.

HUSBAND

It was just the pool cleaner, it

must of just feel in. Your not

going to let that ruin our good

time are you?

The WIFE swims to the stairs of the pool and takes off her

string bikini.

WIFE

You just going to stand there, or

are you going to come and get me?

The HUSBAND removes his boxers and swims towards his WIFE,

they begin to make out again. BRUCE is getting closer to the

young couple.

The WIFE stops the kissing and turns her body away from the

HUSBAND, then slowly bends down in front of him. The HUSBAND

quickly pleasures his WIFE by thrusting inside of her.

Meanwhile, BRUCE is right behind the HUSBAND. The HUSBAND is

starting to climax, then the hose of the pool cleaner/BRUCE

wraps around the HUSBAND’S neck. The HUSBAND can’t speak as

he continues to hump harder and harder. The WIFE is loving

every pound she is receiving.

BRUCE is choking the HUSBAND even more, the HUSBAND’S life

slips away as he has one last orgasm. The WIFE is highly

impressed with her HUSBAND, she turns around to face him.

(CONTINUED)
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WIFE

Oh baby that was so...

Once the WIFE turns completely around she sees that her

HUSBAND is dead.

WIFE

What! What happened?!? This can’t

be real! God please, no! Ah!

As the WIFE screams the plastic tail of BRUCE comes out of

the water and jams it’s way through the WIFE’S mouth, then

exit her right eye killing her instantly.

EXT. POOL - LATER THAT NIGHT

This time Captain MENDOZA is the first one on the scene and

is looking over the WIFE and HUSBAND’S bodies. Detective

ADAMS barges in and can’t believe his eyes. BRUCE is beside

MENDOZA and ADAMS, BRUCE cleaned up all of the blood from

the murder.

ADAMS

What the hell happened?!?

MENDOZA

To me, it looks like we got a

double homicide.

ADAMS

No, what I mean is why were people

living here? Last week a suicide

took place at this address.

MENDOZA

I know that, from now on this house

will be off limits, nobody is even

going to set a foot in this

backyard.

ADAMS

I’m glad to hear that, so what do

you think we got hear, a copy cat.

MENDOZA

No, a copy cat would of cut the

guys dick off. I think we got

someone that admires the dick less

killer.
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ADAMS

Baby dick has a fan!

MENDOZA

It’s possible. Adams it looks like

you got a new case.

ADAMS

Sounds good, soon enough this freak

will be behind bars, or six feet

under just like his hero. The only

thing is I can’t see one speck of

blood, who ever did this was a

pro.

MENDOZA

Hey, let me know what you think

about this?

MENDOZA removes the sheet from the WIFE’S face, ADAMS looks

over her wound.

ADAMS

It appears that something went

through her mouth, then out of her

right eye. Like some type of rope

or long piece of plastic.

BRUCE slowly begins to pull back his tail so that the cops

won’t notice it.

MENDOZA

Yeah, that’s what I was thinking

too. But how could somebody do

that, it’s physically impossible.

ADAMS

I wish I knew, but it looks like

the killer took their weapon with

them.

MENDOZA

Okay I got to go talk to the bosses

up stairs and tell them this area

is officially a crime scene. Only

you and I will have clearance to

come in here.
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INT. EXTREME SUPREME’S HOUSE - TWO DAYS LATER

The heavy metal rock band Extreme Supreme are hanging out in

there large home. The lead singer COBRA, early 30’s, is

doing a keg stand thanks to his guitar player FALCON, early

30’s, and drummer PIRANHA, late 30’s. COBRA begins to shake

his head and the two band mates set him down.

COBRA

Son of a bitch, this sucks ass and

balls! I want to fucking party!

FALCON

Yeah man this shit is totally lame,

I’m looking around and I don’t see

one pair of tits! We need to hang

out like we use to, you know what

I’m saying!

COBRA

Hell yeah, we need to snort up

lines of blow, that are longer than

my arm!

FALCON

And bang some sluts till the sun

rises... and then go eat some

fucking waffles!

PIRANHA

Holy mother fuck, I know a perfect

place to party!

FALCON

Well keep talking dick lick!

PIRANHA

A couple a days ago there was a

double homicide and now the police

have that area all taped up and

shit. I say let’s go there and play

a gig!

COBRA

Double Homicide! That is so bad

ass, let’s call up some bitches and

rock that crime scene! EXTREME

SUPREME!

FALCON AND PIRANHA

EXTREME SUPREME!!!
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EXT. POOL - NIGHT

Extreme Supreme enters the back yard with many of their

closest FANS.

COBRA

Let’s Party Ass Holes!!!

The group of twenty plus FANS quickly take over the back

yard. Extreme Supreme and FANS begin drinking heavily and

abusing many drugs while dancing to music.

BRUCE is looking around and is creeping by the FANS.

Suddenly some of the FANS begin removing their clothes, this

highly upsets BRUCE.

COBRA takes a huge hit of blue crystal methamphetamine and

picks up his microphone. Extreme Supreme is ready to play.

COBRA

All of you shut the fuck up! Yeah,

well how are all you bastards and

bitches doing out there?!? Wait...

I don’t care! We are Extreme

Supreme and we are here to rock

this fucking crime scene!

Suddenly Extreme Supreme begins to play one of their heavy

rock songs. While the track is being played the FANS

continue to party, some are even jumping in the pool.

As Extreme Supreme plays their hit song BRUCE rolls towards

the band. BRUCE starts squirting water by the area the band

is playing at. Extreme Supreme is rocking so hard that they

don’t notice BRUCE spray by their feet.

Once BRUCE finishes he rolls over to a speaker and is try to

push it in the pool. Eventually BRUCE get’s to the edge of

the pool, the speaker is almost in.

Without warning, FAN#1, male early 20’s, accidentally kicks

BRUCE over.

FAN#1

What the hell? Oh, it just one of

those pool cleaners.

FAN#1 get’s the idea to toss BRUCE around to other fans, he

passes it to his buddy FAN#2, male 30’s, who is trying to

tie off and shoot up some heroin.

(CONTINUED)
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FAN#1

Hey, catch!

FAN#2 can’t catch BRUCE, he just let’s BRUCE fall and hit

the ground hard. BRUCE is now furious.

FAN#2

Aw... Shit man.

FAN#1

Did you break it?

FAN#2 barely looks BRUCE over.

FAN#2

Nope. It’s all good.

INT. ADAMS CAR - NIGHT

Detective ADAMS is driving to the police station, then his

phone rings, it’s Captain MENDOZA.

ADAMS

Detective Adams speaking... Hey

Captain what’s... wait what? Noise

complaints from the dick less

killer’s house... a party! Damn it!

Yeah I’m on my way now!

ADAMS quickly turns his car around.

EXT. POOL - NIGHT

Extreme Supreme get’s closer together as they rock out to

the guitar solo in their song. All of the band members eyes

are closed and they are not paying any attention to their

FANS.

BRUCE has had enough, he gets up. Both FAN#1 and FAN#2 see

this and look at each other in disbelief. Suddenly BRUCE

wraps his hose around FAN#1 and FAN#2’s necks. As BRUCE

clamps down tight, blood start’s to come out of their

mouth’s and eyes.

INT. ADAMS CAR - NIGHT

ADAMS is trying to get to scene, but he has to pass by many

other cars. ADAMS frantically is honking and cursing at the

other drivers.

(CONTINUED)
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ADAMS

Move it, damn you! Come on, get out

of the way you shit heads!

EXT. POOL - NIGHT

BRUCE is now killing every FAN at the party while Extreme

Supreme is continuing to play. The end of BRUCE’S tail stabs

through FAN#3 chest, FAN#4 witness’ this and tries to

scream, but BRUCE’S tail jabs through their throat.

Two other FANS see BRUCE murdering people, they both try to

run, but BRUCE whips his hose and trips them. BRUCE’S hose

wraps around FAN#5 and FAN#6’s legs, then drags them back to

the party.

INT. ADAMS CAR - NIGHT

ADAMS is still trying to get to the house, as he get’s

closer he starts to have a bad feeling.

ADAMS

Watch Out! You people suck at

driving! I wish I could pull all of

you over and pistol whip you!

EXT. POOL - NIGHT

All of the rest of the FANS that have survived BRUCE’S

attack are in the pool. Some of the FANS even ask BRUCE to

stop, but it is too late for them.

BRUCE rolls into the pool and pulls downs every FAN one by

one with his hose. Each FAN takes their last breathe as

BRUCE drags them down to the bottom of the pool.

Finally Extreme Supreme finishes their crazy guitar solo and

notices that all of there FANS have been murdered. They

immediately stop playing.

COBRA

Yeah. Now that’s bad ass!

Extreme Supreme sees the speaker hanging over the edge of

the pool, then they look down at their feet and notice they

are soaked. The hardcore heavy metal band begins to laugh,

because they were so close to death. However, BRUCE stops

their laughing when he rolls over to the speaker and tips it

in. Extreme Supreme is no more.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE quickly cleans up the crime scene, he makes it

spotless by sucking up all the blood and turning it into

crystal clear water.

After BRUCE has cleaned up, ADAMS enters the backyard and

witness’ all the dead bodies laying in and around the pool.

BRUCE hides in the shadows to watch ADAMS lose face.

ADAMS

No!!!

INT. CAPTAIN’S OFFICE

Captain MENDOZA is on his phone talking to the mayor. ADAMS

is standing in front of MENDOZA’S desk listening to the

conversation.

MENDOZA

Yes Mr. Mayor. I understand sir...

Yes I will sir... I agree with

you... Okay... Will do... Thank you

sir, good bye.

ADAMS

Sound like the mayor wants who ever

did this more than us.

MENDOZA

Well he did have a close connection

with one of the dick-less killers

victims.

ADAMS

But all the victims were either

male strippers or prostitutes, how

could...

MENDOZA says nothing and let’s ADAMS figure out his own

question.

ADAMS

Oh...

MENDOZA

Yeah. So you got any idea’s on how

to take this psycho down?

ADAMS

Actually I do. But... I don’t know,

it’s a little unorthodox.

(CONTINUED)
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MENDOZA

What is it?

ADAMS

I need all the evidence we have on

dick-less. If the murder is really

a big fan they will want it, so

I’ll take it back to the crime

scene and wait for them to come and

get it.

MENDOZA

Do you really think the killer will

show up?

ADAMS

Well who ever is responsible just

brutally murdered over twenty

people in one night. They must feel

like they can’t be caught. This

killer wants me to suffer. For some

reason I can feel their presence

when I am at the crime scene, it’s

as if they want to watch me break

down. So I will be there waiting.

MENDOZA

If this is how you think we can

take this asshole down, then I’m

behind you one hundred percent. But

we will need to bug the backyard...

I remember seeing a table there.

I’ll put the wire under it. You

ready to go undercover?

ADAMS

I’m always ready to serve up some

justice.

INT. UNDERCOVER VAN - NIGHT

ADAMS and MENDOZA are discussing the details of the mission.

MENDOZA

Okay I’m going to be listening to

what is happening. The rest of the

force is one block away. If you

don’t feel right about any of this,

then just get out of there.

(CONTINUED)
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ADAMS

Yeah I got you, in the mourning

this prick will be ours.

MENDOZA

Oh if this dick-less lover gives

you any trouble, you got my

permission to blow them away.

ADAMS

Thanks Captain, but I don’t need

your permission to blow anybody, I

just do it.

ADAMS exits the van with the evidence, while MENDOZA try’s

to shake off what he just heard.

EXT. POOL - NIGHT

ADAMS walks into the backyard and heads straight towards the

table to put down the box of evidence. ADAMS pulls out the

file about BRUCE, takes a seat and opens it. While looking

through the gruesome pictures ADAMS becomes angry.

ADAMS

So this is what you like? This is

who you look up to? Why don’t you

just come and take all this shit?

You know you want it... nobody

there? That’s what I thought, your

a pussy just like your hero.

BRUCE is hiding in the shadows near the table, he slowly

rolls a little bit towards ADAMS.

ADAMS goes right back to looking at the thick file. Then

ADAMS sees a picture of the backyard that was taken after

BRUCE killed himself. ADAMS get’s an idea.

ADAMS

Your a fan of that douche bag huh?

Well how about I set this place up

just like the night when that

chicken shit killed himself! You

hearing me out there?!?

The detective is tired of playing around, ADAMS takes the

box of evidence and pours everything out on the ground by

the table. Unfortunately for ADAMS, the knives and blades

BRUCE used to torture his victims with are now laying beside

BRUCE.

(CONTINUED)
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ADAMS picks up a jar that has twelve penis’ floating in it

and set’s it by BRUCE’S file. Then ADAMS takes BRUCE’S

bottle of whiskey, .38 revolver, crack pipe, the knife BRUCE

used to cut himself and sets them all in their proper place

according to the picture.

ADAMS

Not bad if I do say so myself, what

do you think?... Still not good

enough, I should of known.

Suddenly ADAMS takes off his shirt and set’s his gun near

the edge of the pool.

ADAMS

Is this what you want?

Next he pulls down his pants and reveals his skin tight

banana hammock.

ADAMS

You liking what you see?

INT. UNDERCOVER VAN - NIGHT

MENDOZA is completely in awe by what he is hearing.

MENDOZA

What the shit?

EXT. POOL - NIGHT

As ADAMS is pacing back and forth by the pool BRUCE is

getting closer to his old ’blades’.

ADAMS

Alright well I guess I’ll just go

for a swim, just like all those

people you murdered. Here I go!

ADAMS jumps into the pool and swims to the staircase. Once

ADAMS makes it to the staircase he get’s up and looks

around, he still sees nobody. Then ADAMS looks at the

whiskey and crack pipe.

ADAMS

I guess you want a re-enactment of

that wonderful night, well okay.

The detective picks up the bottle of whiskey and quickly

gulps down a large portion of the strong alcohol.
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ADAMS

Oh yeah, that’s the stuff!

ADAMS then gazes upon the crack pipe that is still stuffed

with rock.

ADAMS

Smoke some crack, don’t mind if I

do!

Detective ADAMS lights up the illegal drug and takes in all

of the thick smoke.

ADAMS

Now what is going on man?!?

Then ADAMS eyes look at the knife BRUCE used to cut himself.

ADAMS

You want it just like it was, you

want me to cut myself, then write

his name, what was it?... That’s

right I remember, Bruce.

ADAMS cuts his hand with the sharp knife, then writes

BRUCE’S name in his blood.

BRUCE is right by his ’blades’ and some of them are moving

closer towards him. Suddenly a large butchers knife attaches

to the end of BRUCE’S tail.

ADAMS

Then what’s next... oh yeah, he

kills himself. Well, if you think

I’m going to do that you can go

fuck yourself. Beside I ain’t a

bitch like he was!

The rest of the ’blades’ stick to BRUCE’S body like armor.

Once every piece of sharp metal is on BRUCE he slowly rolls

over to the table and spray the microphone to the wire with

water.

INT. UNDERCOVER VAN - NIGHT

The bug has been shorted by BRUCE and a loud buzzing attack

MENDOZA through his head phones.

MENDOZA

Ah! Damn It. No, come on! Shit!

Adams, just give me some kind of

signal.
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EXT. POOL - NIGHT

ADAMS is unaware of what just happening, the detective

decides to play his final trick to lure the murder out.

ADAMS

You know what old dick-less really

hated? He could not stand...

The detective slowly starts to remove his last article of

clothes. BRUCE is full of rage.

ADAMS

A big throbbing c...

BRUCE decides to reveal himself, he rolls towards ADAMS. The

detective dose not know what to think, but soon he puts it

all together piece by piece.

ADAMS

What? It was you, but how? How can

you... Bruce...

While ADAMS is trying to wrap his head around this situation

BRUCE has been busy. BRUCE’S tail is behind the detective,

the blade at the end of it quickly cuts ADAMS shoulder.

ADAMS tries to get to his gun by the edge of the pool, but

BRUCE’S hose pushes the pistol out of ADAMS reach, the blade

cuts ADAMS hand. ADAMS looks over to the staircase of the

pool and sees BRUCE’S revolver, ADAMS tries to make a swim

for it.

ADAMS is almost to the revolver, but BRUCE’S hose wraps

around ADAMS body and pulls him under the water. ADAMS is

thrashing around trying to just get a breathe of air. Some

how ADAMS is able to reach the surface of the water, while

doing so ADAMS grabs BRUCE’S knife.

The detective is wildly stabbing at the hose, then the blade

on BRUCE’S tail fly’s at ADAMS. This time ADAMS is prepared,

he grabs the tail and begins to cut. As ADAMS hacks away at

the tail a massive amount of blood comes pouring out.

Once the tail is ripped from the body the blood spray all

over the detective. ADAMS quickly throws the tail near the

entrance of the backyard.

ADAMS swims towards BRUCE’S revolver as BRUCE charges at

ADAMS. The detective grabs the gun and shoots BRUCE

repetitively. Fire and sparks fly out of BRUCE as he is

being shot over and over.
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INT. UNDERCOVER VAN - NIGHT

MENDOZA hears the guns shots.

MENDOZA

Shitty Balls!

MENDOZA gets on the two way radio.

MENDOZA

Alright our boy is in trouble,

let’s go, move, move, move.

MENDOZA exits the van.

EXT. POOL - NIGHT

Finally ADAMS is out of ammo and BRUCE appears to be dead.

ADAMS is taking a breather and looking at his fresh cuts.

ADAMS

Son of a bitch. I got you, you

bastard and now it’s all over.

Suddenly Captain MENDOZA barges into the scene and runs

towards ADAMS. However, MENDOZA dose not see BRUCE’S tail.

MENDOZA

It’s alright, I’m hear and back

up’s coming so...

Without warning BRUCE’S tail trips MENDOZA, as the Captain

is falling the blade at the end of the tail sticks up and

jams into MENDOZA’S head killing him on impact. The tail

suddenly goes limp as ADAMS witness’ MENDOZA brutal death.

ADAMS

What? No! Captain... Captain!

Why?!? DAMN YOU BRUCE!!!

As Detective ADAMS swims to Captain MENDOZA’S lifeless body,

BRUCE’S plastic exterior is still on fire. It appears that

BRUCE is no longer alive, but that is not the case.

BRUCE’S soul is traveling again however, this time it is now

trapped in a floating chlorine dispenser. Fade to black.


